Southern Meet & Greet
Sunday 19th October
Trip Leader: Les & Eileen

Les & Eileen, Gordon & Ida, Ralph & Terri, and Ewen & Dee
Eventually everyone found their way to the Aberfoyle Park Community Centre
Car park, it appears that some GPS’s are not up to date as one was looking for
the Community Centre that had been shifted about 5 years ago, but with the
modern invention of mobile phones we were able to get everyone to the car
park.
We left the park and headed for the hills. At the top of Oakridge road there was
a great view over the Happy Valley Reservoir to the coast. On to Cherry Garden
road, a right turn had us heading towards Clarendon. We found our first stretch
of windy dirt road. After stopping at the Clarendon Bakery for morning tea we
made our way to the Clarendon Oval. One member complained that the dirt
road got his vehicle dirty (they breed them soft up North or is it interstate.)
Leaving the Oval we made a left turn for the Mount Bold Reservoir where we
stretched our legs and walked on to the dam wall. Back on the road and we pass
part of the Heysen
Trail and Kuitpo
Forrest.

A few more left and right turns we are passing through Meadows. We must
have been the only people not going to the Meadows Fair as the traffic was very
heavy.
We are back on the black top and heading towards Kangarilla when we do a left
turn onto another dirt road. This road lead to a farm house but had a track going
off to our right (was a firm track when we did our recky about a month ago) but
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it had been graded and very fine dirt added to the track creating bulldust. There
were stop calls over the radio as visibility became hopeless (it was ok at the
front). After a few more turns we arrived at Prospect Hill for lunch.

Happy group at Prospect Hill Lunch stop.

After Lunch we found some more dirt road and Mt Magnificent.

View from Mt Magnificent
We wound our way through Yundi, Finniss and into Willunga.
A right turn at Willunga saw us arrive at the Robern Menz (Fruchocs) shop at
McLaren Vale.
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After purchases at the Menz shop we said farewell to Ewin and Dee, Ralph and
Terri. Gordon and Ida and ourselves continued on to the Desalination plant as it
was only a slight detour, and we got to drive on some of the new freeway.
At the desal plant we left Gordon and Ida to find their way home.
Thanks for coming on the Sunday drive with us.
Thanks for the photos from the Atherton’s new camera.
Les & Eileen
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